Abstract: This abstract considers the role of artefacts in the historical study of dress and fashion and suggests the existence of three different approaches. First, the field of history of dress and costume has a long tradition going back to the nineteenth century. It adopts the methodologies of art history and considers artefacts as central to the analysis of different periods and themes. Second, in the past generation the emergence of fashion studies has been interpreted by some as a distancing from artefacts. Yet, fashion studies brought theoretical rigour and embraced a deductive methodology of analysis in which artefacts played an important function. Finally, I propose what I call the: material culture of fashion, a hybrid methodology borrowed from anthropology and archeology in which the object is central to the study of social, cultural and economic practices that are time specific. The article concludes with a reflection on the challenges and rewards of such an approach.
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Introduction

Public opinion, the mass media, the press and even the web take it for granted that fashion is something real and material: the high-heeled shoes in fashion this year; the low-cut dress that can be seen on the New York catwalks; the tomboy hairstyle of an American rock star; or the sunglasses advertised by a famous Portuguese football player. These objects seem to embody fashion. However, fashion is also something abstract: it includes patterns of behaviour and ideas (smoking for example is no longer in fashion as it used to be in Marlene Dietrich’s days), and articulates itself through a series of concepts (from look to style; and from cool to vintage), which only indirectly affect or are affected by the material sphere.

Between material and immaterial: inductive versus deductive analysis

The fact that fashion is at the same time an (immaterial) idea and an (material) object makes discussions often partial or limited to one aspect or the other. However, such a distinction between fashion as material object and as an immaterial concept is important because it is the basis of two diverse approaches to the study of fashion: the study of dress and costume and fashion theory or what is most commonly called Fashion Studies. To these could be added a third, which I call “the material culture of fashion”, an approach whose methodology has been developed over the past two decades.

The study of dress, which is often of a historical nature (and I actually refer specifically to the history of dress) is an approach that goes back at least to the second half of the nineteenth century. From the postwar period onwards it has become one of the leading methodologies within the study of fashion 1. The object (a dress, but also a piece of cloth, an accessory etc.) is in this case the very subject of research. The research starts from the observation of artefacts most often preserved in museum collections. By focusing on the object itself, one can trace the evolution of forms and styles, changes in colours, as well as find precious indications on the social and cultural meaning of such an artefact. This is an “inductive” approach in the sense that through the precise observation, description, cataloguing, and analyzing of objects, abstracts interpretations are produced for a more general understanding of the meaning and historical evolution of fashion.

Since the 1980s, a new wave of studies has come to differentiate itself from this approach. No longer based on analyses of the object, what is today defined as “Fashion Studies” is a number of different approaches to the study of fashion which are not only multidisciplinary (integrating sociology, anthropology, ethnography etc.) but also heavily “deductive”. Often, coming from the frontlines of theory (from Simmel to Bourdieu, from Veblen to larger schools such as Cultural Studies), stylised ideas are presented on how fashion takes shape, how it penetrates the world, reproduces itself and conditions the social and the power relations between individuals and society. These abstract assertions (in time and space) are then “applied” (confirmed, critiqued, challenged or rejected) through case studies often involving the analysis of artefacts. Objects are here reduced to a subordinate po-
sition in turning theory concrete within the everyday practices of men and women. This approach is deductive insofar as it starts with abstract ideas that are subsequently applied to concrete case studies.

![Diagram showing inductive vs. deductive approaches](image)

**Figure 1.** Inductive vs. deductive approaches. Source: self-made.

It is not entirely correct to say that whereas in dress history the object is central, Fashion Studies ignores the objects of fashion altogether. Assertions such as these are common in the literature, but they forget that dress history has abstract, interpretive ambitions and that fashion studies has found a particular fertile ground within the research of museum curators, who have the task of preserving and interpreting artefacts. It would be better to say that the two approaches often support each other, mixing the empirical with the theoretical, and abstract concepts with material precision.

In this context, it is not surprising that approaches to material culture have recently entered the study of fashion. Material culture is the relationship between objects, people and the meaning attributed to objects by the people who produce, use (wear), consume, sell and collect them. Thanks to its ambition to integrate the material and more abstract aspects, material culture is a platform for the mixing of different methodologies and approaches.

An example might illustrate this point: the so-called ‘Lobster Dress’, is the woman’s dinner dress made of silk organza and synthetic horsehair and was designed by the couturiere Elsa Schiaparelli (1890-1973) in 1937. It is now in the collections of the Philadelphia Museum of Art (Figure 2). Dress history interprets this dress and assesses its value according to ma-
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terial criteria and in particular the quality of workmanship and design. It is valued for the capacity to capture a given style and/or a certain era. Dress history also contextualises this object within similar objects, often through careful research published in specialist works, and exhibition catalogues. Fashion studies would instead start with an abstract interpretation, for example, by observing that this dress is a collaboration between Schiaparelli and the artist Salvador Dalí (1904-1989). It materialises a period when Surrealism played and interacted with fashion, thus creating unique and striking dresses. Minimal attention is given both to stylistic parameters and to object analysis (its materiality, size, construction etc.). Halfway between these two approaches, material culture poses questions about the significance of this object for those who might have worn, or just seen this dress. In this case we know that Wallis Simpson (1896-1986), wife of the former King of England Edward VIII had a ‘lobster dress’ included in her trousseau. Historians are not just interested in the dress itself, or in the artistic collaboration that it embodied: they can study ownership through the photograph that portrays the future Duchess of Windsor wearing this striking dress. One might ask why she decided to buy this dress and not another? What did people make of this peculiar creation? How exclusive was it? And how often was it worn? The importance of this artefact is here contextualised not so much within a historical evolution of the typology of the object, or the style or the material, but through the life of the people who interacted with these artefacts attributing them meaning.

Figure 2. Woman’s Dinner Dress (Lobster dress) by Elsa Schiaparelli in collaboration with Salvador Dalí. Printed silk organza, synthetic horsehair. Source: Philadelphia Museum of Fine Art, Gift of Mme Elsa Schiaparelli, 1969-232-52.
The object in the history of dress and clothing.

One should not think that the three methods hitherto elucidated ought to be placed on different levels of value or complexity. Far too often, it is incorrectly believed that the more recent and theoretically sophisticated Fashion Studies are "more advanced" than (the supposedly "traditional") dress history. As far as the object of fashion is concerned, dress history remains an important reference point particularly because of the wealth of studies carried out over more than a century.

I refer for instance to the research gathered during more than thirty years in the pages of journals such as Costume (published in the United Kingdom) and Dress (published in the United States). The object is central in the history of dress as seen in the works of James Laver, Francois Boucher or Natalie Rothstein. But it is in the gallery of costume or in an exhibition that the object is truly at the centre of the narrative. Through its materiality, the object conveys its own history and value. These topics show how the history of fashion is not just written but is also didactically and emotionally conveyed through the medium of objects. In the past few years, international museums have organized large exhibitions on fashion and its protagonists. Examples are exhibitions on Paul Poiret (New York, 2007), Madeleine Vionnet (Paris 2009-10), Jean Paul Gaultier (New York 2014); Alexander McQueen (London 2015), Cristóbal Balenciaga (London 2017-18); Pierre Cardin (New York 2019-20) just to cite a few in some major Western cities. While these celebrate the creativity of couturiers – and partly contribute to the myth of fashion “by the few, for the few”, it is also relevant to note that beautiful dresses are accompanied by a variety of other materials such as sketches, designs and photographs, showing processes of evolution over time; the business and material imbrication of production; and the changing cultural and social attitudes of the decades when they were active. In these and other fashion exhibition surveying broader national or transnational themes, the object is the vehicle to narrate a story for a public many times larger than the restricted number of people that will read an entire book on Vionnet, Balenciaga or Italian fashion since 1945.

Fashion exhibitions are relevant because similar considerations can be made concerning permanent galleries in which complex dress histories are conveyed through the use of artefacts. What the public sees is the result of years of research, interpretations and discussions often reduced to simple labels of a few hundred words which summarise, in a direct and precise language, complex concepts and are based on a huge work that most of time remains invisible. This is a ‘work of excavation’ that is not confined to studies in archives and libraries or to the analysis of the object in itself. It includes instead also the process of restoration, that is material, but also interpretive; the many problems connected to the display of the object which span from the choice of a suitable location, to similarly suitable cases and dummies; not to speak of the problems of preservation in the gallery (for instance textiles cannot not be exposed to light for a long period) or the problems of budget, insurance and security of the object.
The fact that dress history has not been supplanted by Fashion Studies is demonstrated by
the success of fashion exhibitions that are increasingly an integral part of life of museums
not just in Europe and North America but also in Latin America and Asia. Well attended
exhibitions such as those dedicated to Poiret, Armani, Vivienne Westwood or Street style
—not to mention the space given to dress in wider exhibitions devoted to specific themes
or historical periods—show the importance of dress and fashion for the wider public. Mu-
seums like the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto or the Fashion Museum (formerly the
Museum of Costume) in Bath, England and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London
have in recent years invested noteworthy financial resources to construct or modernize
their dress galleries. One could say that dress history today is able to communicate with
the public not so much through publications, but through visual presentations, in the first
place those of galleries and exhibitions and in the second place through virtual exhibition
spaces on the web. The exhibition, the gallery or the website are in reality the result of a
research which includes hundreds, sometimes thousands of objects. What we see in an
exhibition or on permanent display in a museum is only a small part of the materials that

Figure 3. Dress work by
Miss Heather Firbank
(1888-1954) in c. 1905.
Source: Victoria and
Albert Museum, T.21 to
C.1960.

The fact that dress history has not been superseded by Fashion Studies is demonstrated by
the success of fashion exhibitions that are increasingly an integral part of life of museums
not just in Europe and North America but also in Latin America and Asia. Well attended
exhibitions such as those dedicated to Poiret, Armani, Vivienne Westwood or Street style
—not to mention the space given to dress in wider exhibitions devoted to specific themes
or historical periods—show the importance of dress and fashion for the wider public. Mu-
seums like the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto or the Fashion Museum (formerly the
Museum of Costume) in Bath, England and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London
have in recent years invested noteworthy financial resources to construct or modernize
their dress galleries. One could say that dress history today is able to communicate with
the public not so much through publications, but through visual presentations, in the first
place those of galleries and exhibitions and in the second place through virtual exhibition
spaces on the web. The exhibition, the gallery or the website are in reality the result of a
research which includes hundreds, sometimes thousands of objects. What we see in an
exhibition or on permanent display in a museum is only a small part of the materials that
are preserved in the storerooms of museums. What is presented to the public is a “distillation” and often a simplification. Research leading to an exhibition is a complex and costly type of scholarship. Sometimes, the objects that the researcher uses are physically located on different continents and often they may not be analysed as a group or in conjunction with each other without visits to other museums or through collaborations between colleagues. The work done by the curator in the museum is in the first instance one of investigation and of retrieval of information. For example, it is difficult to know if the dress by Paul Poiret exhibited in a New York museum is a unique piece or if similar items may be found elsewhere. This problem may partially be resolved through a tight web of information between museums all over the world, often based on personal contacts. Second, all large and small museum departments, including those of textile and dress, have specialized libraries and curators who are aware of the present and past literature on a specific object, theme or debate10. It is worth underlining that the object is not only studied and presented but also “contextualized” at a historical level. The object is situated in a precise time that for a fashion object is often quite brief (the fashionable skirt of a certain year or even the sneakers in fashion in a certain month). On the other hand, the interest of history lies in charting the evolution of things over a long time. This may pose a problem. A certain object, for instance, a pair of Nike sneakers, has little to say if the shoes are not seen in relation to other similar objects (e.g. the preceding and the following models). The famous graphics illustrating the length of skirts during different years is an abstraction generated from dating and measuring different objects in time. It proposes a story based on variation over time, a dynamic narrative which no skirt by itself can tell. It is therefore necessary to bring out the unique character of each object, to examine it, if the expression is permitted, in all its pleats. But this is not sufficient. It is also necessary to create explanations that put different objects in relation to one another in time (e.g. the length of the skirts) or in space (e.g. the relation between the trainers and informal clothing; or in Argentina and let’s say China). Dress history has found it difficult to reconcile these different approaches and tends to emphasise the “special” object more than the common one, paying more attention to the stories of unique artefacts rather than to ordinary ones. In the cases where systems of objects are examined over time, dress history furthermore tends to create a linear history of evolution, that implies the existence of a perfect congruency between different objects through time. The validity and utility of this principle is today increasingly refuted by historians.

The artefact in fashion studies

It has sometimes been argued by colleagues interested in fashion that fashion studies do not need an object. Yuniya Kawamura, for example, in the introduction to her study of fashion entitled Fashionology explains how fashion is a concept and as such has no need to be illustrated11. Other scholars, and not only those who defend dress history, refuse such
a choice. Fashion may be regarded as a concept, but it is part of social, cultural, economic and personal practices that are material and involve material objects. Perhaps it is possible to argue that Fashion Studies does not leave out the object of fashion, but interprets it and uses it in ways that are different from dress history. The object is often present not in its materiality but as an object of consumption. It is not by chance that fashion studies borrows from anthropological methodologies as this discipline has been long interested in the relationship between people and objects of consumption12. A Coca-Cola bottle, a car, a domestic product, a saris etc. are all typologies of objects that have been studied in recent socio-anthropological works. Still, none of these works is specifically interested in telling stories which refers to specific objects (the sari modelled by a certain woman in the year X; or the Coca-Cola bottle drank by Mr Z in the year Y). Often, objects are taken as “types” (as in the case of mass produced goods) that researchers consider because of their social rather than their individual value. The banal and mundane object that rarely is part of a museum collection appears as much more important in this type of analysis than in dress history research. The importance given to everyday practices and to “ordinary” objects (as opposed to the “extra-ordinary” object which merits to be included in a museum) pushes the researcher towards interpreting not so much the object in itself but in relation to larger concepts, often of a theoretical nature.

The advantages of an approach that combines object with theory are undeniable, but at the same time it is worth highlighting how theory acts as a guide to sieve millions of “banal” and anonymous objects. Hence, we deal with a methodology perhaps more suitable to analyse the present world of consumerism and commodification, rather than a past where the number of objects was limited. Second, some researchers underline how the relation between object and theory, in which the theory plays the lion’s part, may be harmful and counterproductive for the analysis of the object of fashion. For example, Aileen Ribeiro exhorts her colleagues not to give room for what she calls the “straightjacket of theory”, preferring instead a more flexible approach based on an overlapping series of assessments and interpretations in which the object, what is worn, remains central to our attention13.

The artefact in the material culture of fashion

Talking about the “material culture of fashion” may seem verbose, a bit like saying “the day before yesterday” instead of “the other day” or “the brother of my father” instead of “my uncle”. Wouldn’t it be easier to talk about clothing or dress instead of “material culture of fashion”? “The day before yesterday” puts the emphasis on “yesterday”. The fact that the uncle I am referring to is the brother of my father and not of my mother, helps us to understand the subtle difference between something material with which the idea of fashion may be associated (the dress in latest fashion; or a designer garment) and the concept of fashion that becomes manifest at a cultural (as well as economic and social) level through material objects (the fashion of short skirts; but also the IKEA style of our homes).

Material culture is not the object itself (which as we saw is at the centre of dress history), but neither is it a theoretical form (which dominates the approach of fashion studies).
Material culture is instead about the modalities and dynamics through which objects take on meaning (and one of these is that of fashion) in human lives. A bikini is not only a piece of cloth which women put on to get a tan, but it is a key object in a specific social practice during the second half of the twentieth century: it refers to a certain lifestyle, to the emancipation of women, to the opposition against right-wing bigotry in the 1950s and 1960s, but also to the glamour look of Brigitte Bardot or the curves of Pamela Anderson more recently. While dress history inscribes an object like the bikini within a stylistic and evolutionary course of bathing suits, which goes from the long bathing dresses of the late nineteenth century to the topless, material culture seeks instead to understand the role of this garment within a specific society and time and asks for instance in what ways this garment helped in fostering social change by scandalizing the puritans in society and amusing the more daring (Figure 4).
The example of the bikini shows how material culture places itself on an intermediary plane between the material and the conceptual. It falls neither within the inductive approach used in dress history, nor within the deductive approach of fashion studies. Instead, it focuses on the successive assessments and interpretations as suggested by Aileen Ribeiro, in which theory is confronted with evidence and vice versa. This generates an interpretive richness in which fashion is just one of the object’s many attributes. Since material culture asks what a skirt, a sport shoe or a bikini signifies for the person who wears them, it does not necessarily take the concept of fashion as key to such a meaning, nor does it make a skirt, a sport shoe or a bikini objects of fashion. Many of the studies that I have defined as part of the “material culture of fashion” instead discuss personal and affective meaning, economic barriers, uses and habits, as well as gender and age differences. Wedding dresses passed down from mothers to daughters are part of an important social practice that surely cannot be explained by fashion. Similarly, the revival of 1980s fashion—today a practice that is fashionable—cannot be comprehended without taking into account the age difference between generations (the fact that young people today who dress in 1980s fashion were born in the 1990s and therefore see it in historical terms), and new forms of consumption (e.g. vintage practices) etc.

How is research carried out through the methodologies of material culture? Richard Sennett explains that: “Because cloth, pots, tools, and machines are solid objects, we can return to them again and again in time; we can linger as we cannot in the flow of a discussion. Nor does material culture follow the rhythms of biological life. Objects do not inevitably decay from within like a human body. The histories of things follow a different course, in which metamorphosis and adaptation play a stronger role across human generations”14. Sennett observes how the object is a historical testimony, in the sense that it belongs both to a past that the researcher seeks to understand, and to the present in which the researcher carries out his or her study. Within the methodologies of material culture, the artefact is both the subject of research (as in the writing on the production of Schiaparelli’s dresses) and the material used to write this history (the use of Schiaparelli’s dresses as sources)15. Although Elsa Schiaparelli and her employees are no longer among us, the dresses survive. One could say that they remain as sediments of fashion. It is almost paradoxical that a phenomenon like fashion, which is continuously defined as ephemeral, leaves behind such a considerable quantity of surviving artefacts.

Two problems remain to discuss in conclusion. First, what are the advantages of an approach combining object, theory and historical research? Objects should not be used as mere illustrations to pre-established interpretations. On the contrary, artefacts should be used to propose interpretive hypotheses that document what other written and visual sources are unable to provide. Let me give an example from my own research on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century shoes. The analysis of French shoes from the early nineteenth century reveals that their international success was not only the result of their fashionability but also of their manufacture, with uppers made of two pieces instead of three. This allowed quicker and cheaper production than in the other European countries. Written sources report, through numbers and written words, the success of French shoes, and the fashion literature of the period reports how these French shoes were the latest fashion.
However, only the analysis of the shoes themselves provides evidence of an important competitive advantage in the mode of production16.

The integration of the object in historical research—and not only in the field of fashion—has become easier during the last years not least thanks to the creation of vast image databases by the most important museums in the world17. Thousands of these high-quality images allow us to study objects in great detail. Although the image on a screen or in print cannot replace direct observation of the material artefact, it may be, as indicated by Jules D. Prown, a starting point for research, as the digital image facilitates data retrieval as well as the selection and comparison of artefacts18. For example, the digital age allows for an easy (one might say ‘easier’) comparison of similar objects in different collections. It also allows access to information on artefacts that once upon a time were difficult to retrieve. Finally, it allows the creation of complex logical, material and chronological sequences of objects. Material culture has however to deal with a series of methodological problems. I will cite just the one that I think is most relevant for students. Just when new technologies give access to thousands of objects for hundreds of researchers (thus avoiding long waits for an appointment with a department at some museum), the lack of familiarity with previous research becomes a significant obstacle. It is precisely this capacity of moving freely between diverse objects (e.g. just within textiles: from silk to cotton, or from weavings to knitting, from medieval times to the present) that highlights how the average researcher does not have the specialist skills to understand such a range of artefacts. The easiness of access to museum artefacts does not match the complexity of knowhow necessary to produce good scholarly interpretations.

Conclusion

This article has sought to illustrate three different approaches through which fashion may be analysed. These approaches are stylised versions of a reality where diverse approaches are integrated as often theory, history and material culture coexist under one roof. However, each of these approaches offers both advantages and disadvantages, which the study of fashion must take into account. In all three approaches, the material object is an important tool for the creation of historical narratives. It is a tool and a source that requires not only knowledge on the part of researchers and students but also practical experience and familiarity with the histories and theories of fashion.

Notes

2. For an overview of the different approaches to the study of fashion and dress, see Taylor, The Study of Dress History; Christopher Breward, Fashion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003); Catherine Richardson, “Introduction”, in Catherine Richardson, ed, Cloth-


9. It goes without saying that the collections of the museums are not all equal, but have different priorities. A museum like the Victoria & Albert in London, which holds one of the major collections in the world of fashion objects, has as its mission to present a story of design and specialises on objects with an intrinsic value, fashion creations, garments used by famous persons etc. Other museums, like the Museum of London, preserves diverse objects of everyday character, including diverse artefacts found in archaeological excavations. See Chloe Wigston Smith, “Materializing the Eighteenth Century: Dress History, Literature and Interdisciplinary Study,” Literature Compass, vol. 3:5 (2006), 968.

10. For example, my own research on shoes in the eighteenth century has led me several times to the shoe museum in Northampton in England. The museum holds one of the greatest collections of shoes in the world, of which only a minimal part is exhibited. To the research in the magazines on the objects I have added the research in the library and in the archive of the museum, where I have made particular use of the information sheets on specific shoes from the century produced throughout the years by the curator of the museum.


12. See for example the works by anthropologists Daniel Miller and Mary Douglas, or by philosopher Jean Baudrillard on the present consumer society.
15. Elsewhere I have identified three different approaches: the “story of things” (where the object is the subject of research); the ‘story from things’ (where the object is used as source) and the “story with things” (where the object and history interrelated on the same level and the object is able to create its own stories). See Giorgio Riello, “Things that Shape History: Material Culture and Historical Narratives,” in Karen Harvey, ed, *History and Material Culture* (Basingstoke: Routledge, 2018), 27-50.
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Resumen: Este escrito considera el papel de los artefactos en el estudio histórico de la vestimenta y la moda y sugiere la existencia de tres enfoques diferentes: primero, el campo de la historia de la vestimenta y el traje tiene una larga tradición que se remonta al siglo XIX. Adopta las metodologías de la historia del arte y considera los artefactos como un elemento central del análisis de diferentes periodos y temas. En segundo lugar, en la generación pasada, algunos interpretaron el surgimiento de los estudios de moda como un distanciamiento de los artefactos. Sin embargo, los estudios de moda aportaron rigor teórico y adoptaron una metodología de análisis deductiva en la que los artefactos desempeñan una función importante. Finalmente, propongo lo que llamó la: cultura material de la moda, una metodología híbrida tomada de la antropología y la arqueología en la que el objeto es central para el estudio de las prácticas sociales, culturales y económicas específicas del tiempo. El artículo concluye con una reflexión sobre los desafíos y recompensas de tal enfoque.


Resumo: Este resumo considera o papel dos artefatos no estudo histórico do vestido e da moda e sugere a existência de três abordagens diferentes. Em primeiro lugar, o campo da história do vestuário e dos trajes tem uma longa tradição que remonta ao século XIX. Adota as metodologias da história da arte e considera os artefatos centrais para a análise de diferentes períodos e temas. Em segundo lugar, na geração passada, o surgimento dos estudos da moda foi interpretado por alguns como um distanciamento dos artefatos. Ainda assim, os estudos da moda trouxeram rigor teórico e abraçaram uma metodologia deductiva de análise na qual os artefatos desempenhavam uma função importante. Finalmente, proponho o que chamo de: cultura material da moda, uma metodologia híbrida emprestada da antropologia e da arqueologia na qual o objeto é central para o estudo das prácticas sociais, culturais e económicas que são específicas do tempo. O artigo conclui com uma reflexão sobre os desafios e recompensas de tal abordagem.
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